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"Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to

inspire. It has the power to unite people in a way little else does". -

Nelson Mandela

Sporting Ethos has been started with the vision of making Sport an

integral part of our ...
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About Us

"Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the power to unite people

in a way little else does". -Nelson Mandela

Sporting Ethos has been started with the vision of making Sport an integral part of our culture and for

the growth of an individual. This is of utmost importance as Sport teaches one many crucial life

lessons including discipline, perseverance, team work, commitment and dedication to a cause.

In the athlete's efforts to achieve the peak of his or her potential, the society automatically becomes

an important support system in the process. This creates a positive cycle wherein a healthy and

sports-driven society encourages more athletes to come up, creating a fabric which binds people as

one. Countries like Spain, Australia and Canada are already good role models of the same.

Sporting Ethos also aims at making Sport enjoyable across all age groups. Be it running half, full or

ultra-marathons or a daily round of golf or squash, we aim to make sure that:

You are aware about how your body responds to the demands of the game

You can prevent many unforeseen injuries.

In an unfortunate case there is an injury, we help you return to sport in full strength as quickly as

possible.

We urge all young children, their parents, and the hidden sportsman in the office-going person to

provide your valuable inputs to us so that we can customize our services to your needs and help

achieve our mission of truly making...

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider
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CONTACT US

Dynamique Minds
Contact Person: Sumiran 

F1186, Block F 
New Delhi - 110019, Delhi, India
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